October 24, 1975

l«.

Kenneth s. Templeton, Jr.
Institute for Humane Studies
1177 University Drive
Menlo Park, California 94025
Dear Ben:
Thanks for your response on keeping in print LIBERTY; A PATH
TO ITS .RECOVERY. George Pearson phoned on another matter this
morning and we also discussed the LIBERTY book. So, he'll
doubtless be talking with you next week. I've just rechecked
our stock and found some copies in the attic -- so we have
about 250 of the cloth edition on hand.

In view of our limited sales, I'm not sure we should attempt
a new paperback printing -- especially if you might have all
or the most of it included in one of the memorial volumes in
prospect. Chapter 13 on "The Extent of Lost Liberty" is quite
out of _date and probably should have a footnote at the end to
cover the retrogression since 1949. And there should be a new
page about the author. Our· file copy shows some typos that
should be corrected.
page 13 - align the bottom line
page 16 - 23rd line whas been", instead of "to be"
page 119 -lOth line, Quote marks before You parasitize .•• "
~age 133,-77th line "whoever," instead of "whomever"
page 143 - 24th line "though, .. instead of "thought"
page 147 - last line "citizens," instead of "citizen"
page 150 - 6th line insert "of" after "cost"
11

These are no.t major changes, of course, but· do involve more than
simply photog~aphing and running off new copies.
So, I'll welcome the results of any further thoughts after you've
talked with George. ~leanwhile, I' 11 try to get a figure on the
cost of doing 2,000 to J,OOO new paperbacks.
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I'm enjoying PROPERTY IN A HUMANE ECONOMY -- the book, not

reality.
Thanks again and beat regards.
Sincerely,

Paul L. Poirot

PLP/dr
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